Hemolytic disease of the newborn due to anti-C and anti-G masquerading as anti-D.
After several transfusions with D-negative blood, an O Rh-negative women was apparently sensitized to the C and D antigens. In her prenatal workup, it became evident that she had in fact not been sensitized to D but to G, which initially appeared as anti-D plus anti-C. This sensitization pattern is an unusual occurrence in itself. Moreover, the fetus was affected significantly and was delivered at 32 1/2 weeks with moderate hemolytic disease of the newborn. Consideration is given to points regarding current methods of screening Rh-negative women for transfusion, the use of anti-Rh immune globulin in patients sensitized to anti-C and anti-G, medicolegal implications, and continuous attention to the risk-benefit ratio in decisions to use transfusions.